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		This first of its kind text enables today’s students to understand current and future energy challenges, to acquire skills for selecting and using materials and manufacturing processes in the design of energy systems, and to develop a cross-functional approach to materials, mechanics, electronics and processes of energy production. While taking economic and regulatory aspects into account, this textbook provides a comprehensive introduction to the range of materials used for advanced energy systems, including fossil, nuclear, solar, bio, wind, geothermal, ocean and hydropower, hydrogen, and nuclear, as well as thermal energy storage and electrochemical storage in fuel cells. A separate chapter is devoted to emerging energy harvesting systems.

	
		Integrated coverage includes the application of scientific and engineering principles to materials that enable different types of energy systems. Properties, performance, modeling, fabrication, characterization and application of structural, functional and hybrid materials are described for each energy system. Readers will appreciate the complex relationships among materials selection, optimizing design, and component operating conditions in each energy system. Research and development trends of novel emerging materials for future hybrid energy systems are also considered. Each chapter is basically a self-contained unit, easily enabling instructors to adapt the book for coursework.

	
		This textbook is suitable for students in science and engineering who seek to obtain a comprehensive understanding of different energy processes, and how materials enable energy harvesting, conversion, and storage. In setting forth the latest advances and new frontiers of research, the text also serves as a comprehensive reference on energy materials for experienced materials scientists, engineers, and physicists.

		
			         Includes pedagogical features such as in-depth side bars, worked-out and end-of- chapter exercises, and many references to further reading
	
			         Provides comprehensive coverage of materials-based solutions for major and emerging energy systems
	
			         Brings together diverse subject matter by integrating theory with engaging insights
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Leap! A Revolution in Creative Business StrategyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
“absorbing and quite compelling…a book that is full of good things…”     (Admap, June 2003)     

Traditionally, company leaders develop a business strategy based on bottom lines and profit margins, then hire an ad agency to back up that strategy with creative advertising. But history shows that some of the most...
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Stearoyl-CoA Desaturase Genes in Lipid MetabolismSpringer, 2013

	Obesity and diabetes develop as a complex result of genetic, metabolic and environmental factors and are characterized by increased lipogenesis and lipid accumulation in many tissues. Stearoyl-CoA desaturase (SCD) genes are a critical regulator of lipogenesis and catalyzes the synthesis of monounsaturated fatty acids (MUFA), mainly oleoyl-...
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Electricity for the Entertainment Electrician & TechnicianFocal Press, 2009
No more sifting through general electrical guides -- this reference is specific to entertainment!     

       Electricity for the Entertainment Electrician and Technician will reinforce the fundamentals of electricity and explain the principles of power distribution, important safety issues, and discuss techniques and practices around...
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Introduction to Software TestingCambridge University Press, 2008
Extensively class tested, this text takes an innovative approach to explaining the process of software testing: it defines testing as the process of applying a few well-defined, general-purpose test criteria to a structure or model of the software. The structure of the text directly reflects the pedagogical approach and incorporates the latest...
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How I Made It: 40 Successful Entrepreneurs Reveal How They Made MillionsKogan Page, 2010

	
		Every year thousands of hopeful entrepreneurs decide to take the plunge. Many fail, but many go on to achieve great success and huge profits. Why is it that some race ahead to glory while others fall at the first hurdle?

	
		In How I Made It, 40 successful British entrepreneurs explain how they managed to defy the...
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FreaxCSW-Verlag, 2005

	THE HISTORY OF THE COMPUTER DEMOSCENE


	Freax is a fast-paced, comprehensive look at the amazing stories of the digital art community known as the "demoscene". For over 20 years, computer programmers, artists and musicians have tweaked, optimized and pushed computers to their limits... all for the sake of...
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